Abstract. An "almost free" Z2* action on a manifold is one in which only the included Z2 may possibly fix points of the manifold. For k = 2, these are the stationary-point free actions. It is shown that almost free Z2* bordism is generated by three subalgebras: the extension from Z2 actions, a coset of Z2 extensions being the restrictions of circle actions and a certain ideal of elements which annihilate the whole ring. The additive structure is determined. Free Z2* bordism is shown to split as an algebra. It is shown that the kernel of the extension homomorphism from Z2 to Z2* bordism is equal to the image of the corresponding restriction homomorphism.
1.
Introduction. An "almost free" Z2* action on a manifold is one for which only the Z2 C Z2* may possibly fix points on the manifold. We will determine the additive structure of the unoriented bordism of such actions along with the algebra structure of the special case of free actions. We also get some results on the general product structure.
In §2, we define the various notions and reduce the additive problem to a homology problem. We also introduce the various extension homomorphisms on bordism and show that they are given by maps on spaces.
In §3 we solve the homology problem and construct generating sets for the various bordism modules. This is done by evaluating various spectral sequences for which we are, in general, unable to compute the extensions.
In §4 we show that free Z2* bordism is the tensor product of two subalgebras: the "extension of Z2 actions" and the subalgebra generated by the circle with standard free Z2* action.
In §5 we prove various algebraic relations but do not determine the algebra. In particular, we show that the relative bordism algebra of almost free manifolds with free boundaries contains as a subalgebra a direct sum of a zero algebra and another algebra, the zero algebra being the extensions of Z2 actions.
The author is indebted to R. E. Stong for suggesting this problem as well as for his continual encouragement.
2. Preliminaries. Let Gk denote the cyclic group of order 2k, k > 2 (usually denoted by Z2*) and t its generator. We will let g¿ be the family {Z2,{1}} of subgroups of Gk and say that a Gk action <p: GkxM -» M by smooth maps on a smooth compact manifold M is almost free if for each point x in M, {gE Gk: <p(g,x) = x) E 3*.
We recall some notions of bordism. We say that two almost free actions (Mx,<px) and (M2,<p2) on closed manifolds M¡ are bordant if there is an almost free action (F,$) with 3 V equal to the disjoint union of Mx and M2 and $ restricting to <p( on M¡. The resulting equivalence classes for n dimensional manifolds forms a Z2 module Nn(Gk; %k). We let *.(<%;&)-©A(Gfc;3fc), an algebra over the unoriented bordism ring, N,. See [8] for details.
Similarly, we can define N,(Gk; Free), the bordism of free Gk actions and N,iGk; i$k, Free), the bordism of almost free actions on manifolds with boundary such that the action is free on the boundary.
There is an exact sequence N*(Gk; %k)-+N¿Gk; Sfc, Free)->N¿Gk, Free)
of Nt(Gk; Free) modules and homomorphisms. (The action of N,(Gk; Free) is via the twisted product. See [1] .) The sequence is short exact, since the identity is in the image of 3,. In fact, denoting the interval [-1,1] by / and using multiplication by -1 as a generator of a Z2 action on /, we have that
and it is clear that Gk xz I is almost free. It is well known that N,(Gk; Free) is freely generated, as an N, module by (i) extensions of the antipodal action on even dimensional spheres: {S2nxZiGk,\xGk)=y2n;
(ii) restrictions of circle actions on odd dimensional spheres: (S ,t = exp(7r//2*-I))=y2n+1.
See [3] for a proof of this as well as for the product on these classes. One sees easily that y, = 0 and therefore that /,, the JV, submodule generated by 1 andy, is a subalgebra. Let AT.(Free) denote the algebra of Z2 extensions. We will show Nt(Gk; Free) ^J,®KK, (Free) as N, algebras (see Proposition 4.1).
Since (52"+1, antipodal map) is a boundary, /¿.(Free) is freely generated by {yin'• n -0,1,2,...,} and the image of A, is freely generated by (52«+l = yin8\ > 52"+2 = y\ 52«+l: » = °> 1.
Next, we rewrite the relative group Nt(Gk;^k, Free) using a standard fixed point construction. Let BOj(Gk) denote the classifying space for/-dimensional Gk vector bundles (see [8] ). There is the usual classifying bundle yj(Gk) with Gk action. The fixed set of Z2 in Gk for BOj(Gk) has a component over which yj(Gk) has no summand with trivial Z2 representation. This component is a homotopy At> and, following [6] , we will denote it by AC> (C°°,¿). This space has a Gk action (with Z2 in Gk acting trivially) covered by a Gk action on the pullback of y\Gk), call it yj(C'x' ,k), and Z2 acts by multiplication by -1 in the fibers of yy(C°°,¿). The pair (BOj(C",k),yJ(Cx,k)) is a classifying object for such spaces and /-plane bundles. Note that the Gk_x = Gk/Z2 action is free on AC) (C°°,¿) if/ is odd.
Suppose that (M, ¡p) is a (g, Free) -Gk action. The fixed set of Z2 C Gk in M is a disjoint union of closed manifolds F"~J for 0 < / < «, where « = dim M. These manifolds, with their normal bundles, satisfy the above properties. We also know that Gk_x = Gk/Z2 acts freely on the F"~j, since (M, <p) is almost free. Hence, we get a homomorphism F: Nt(Gk;%, Free) -* ®N._j(Gk_x; Free)(A0.(C°°,¿)). In fact, F is an isomorphism with inverse induced by the correspondence which assigns to a bundle, its disk bundle.
We know that (see [4] ) N^j(Gk_x; Frec)(BOj(C°°,k)) at N._j(BOj(C",k) X^, EGk_x).
(We will take EGk to be the infinite sphere of C00 with the generator of Gk acting by multiplication by exp(m/2k~1).)
The isomorphims are as TV. modules and the tensor products are over Z2. Hence, we need to compute the Z2 homology (or cohomology) of the spaces Xj,k-3. Hr(Xjk;Z2) and generators for N,(Gk; almost free).
Case 1. k = 2. Let A} -50,(0°°,2) XZ;¡ £Z2.
Lemma 2.1. X2j+X « BS02j+x x BZ4.
Proof (R. E. Stong). Let T: y^+1(C°°) -► Y2y+I(C°°) denote the generator of the Z4 action. Then T2 = -1 in the fibers of y. Then P = det (T) generates a Z4 action on rj, the determinant bundle of y. P2 = -1. Hence R ® T generates a Z2 action on tj ® y covering the free Z2 action on the base. Dividing this out, we get a 2j + 1 plane bundle v over A"2 -+i. Now T gives a Z4 action on the sphere of tj, which is a BS02j+x, the quotient of which is X2j+X.
Let <p: X2j+X -» PZ4 classify this cover and ^: A'2/+1 -* BS02J+x classify det/' ® p. Since <p is covered by an equivariant map <p': BS02j+x -» £Z4, we have that
commutes (since det v ® p pulls back to the universal bundle over BS02j+x). Hence \(/ X <p is a homotopy equivalence. We do not know of such a splitting for X2j but we will compute the Z2-vector space structure of H, (X2j ; Z2) (Proposition 3.6). As before, <^(xf >) = d2(a) -0 in P2'*(7r2(,,)). Also 0 = (irj)*(d2u2 + a2wx) = ¿20¿)*(co2) + (»OV«*) = ^^ + «2*l0).
sothati/24y) = o^xp).
Next we classify the 2n plane bundle
giving a map of fibrations:
Recall that /* takes the Stiefel-Whitney class w(-to the /th elementary symmetric polynomial in the variables x}1' + x\x\ ..., xp + x\n'. Denote these by r¡, so that f'(w¡) = r¡. Since r¡ are algebraically independent in H*(B02"'), the homomorphism f:£ry-£r (,W) is a monomorphism and the monomials t¡ ••• t¡ as are linearly independent in Proposition 3.2. d2r2¡ = a2T2i_x andd2r2i_x = 0.
Proof. Similarly, we can show that
The proposition follows. Proof. Induction on n. We know it is true for n -1 and assume it true for n -1. Recall that There is a commutative diagram (the top row not necessarily exact):
where j, is an inclusion, 5 = 5, ° y. and p, is easily seen to have image in K"(a).
Hence, we want to show that the kernel of /, is contained in the image of 5. But H,(kerp,) a (ax + ot2) • H,_x(Ê2n) and ker /', ==; (ax + a2) • (annihilator of (ax + a2) in H,_x(Ê2n)). Hence, we want the kernel of multiplication by the class of ax + a2 in Ht(Ê2n). But checking the result of multiplying ax + a2 by the various A, module generators of H,(Ê2n) gives the only relation It follows that ®p>2E3qfan)' *s m tne kernel of d3 and, moreover, if x = i/3y then x is in ®p>1E^-q'(m2n) and 03(x) = ¿3(03(y)), so that x = 0. Hence, d3 = 0. Inducting on r shows that 6r is monic on ©;7>2£r,'0r2n) anc* that ¿r = 0 for all r > 3.
Recall that there is a diagram of fibrations (k > 2): where the degree of w¡ is /, of a is 1 and of ß is 2. Clearly 9\\ is monic on P2*'*. Hence e2n(d2w2i + ßw2i-l) = d2Íw2i) + «^/-l = °i mplies that d2w2i = a2w2i_x Also, ¿2w2/_, = 0, so that we have: Proposition 3.6. E^*(it'2n) a Z2[h>!,...,w2n.x,w\,...,w\n,a,ß] module on {\,ps}, S = (1 < /j < •• • < ik < n) with relations a = ßw2i_x = ßps = 0.
Proof. Similar to the above. This computes (the vector space structure of) the Z2 homology of XnJc and therefore (g, Free)-Gfc bordism.
Suppose now that (M, <p) is an almost free O action, where 1 < j < k. The pair (MXG Gk,\XGk) is called the extension of (M, <p) to a Gk action and will be denoted by ej(M,<p). Since (M, <p) is an almost free Gj action, /' is 2J or 2J so that /(2*~-/) is 2k or 2*"1. Since Gk acts freely on Gk, I is 2* or 2k~x.
Extension is well defined on bordism and gives a homomorphism ek: NXGj-,% Free) -> A/.(G*;S, Free).
The following diagram commutes, for y < / < k, Hence, f(t(m,g)) = }{m,tg) = f/(«jg). . This is just q followed by the projection of Xjk_x to XJk.
Recall that there is an action [1] , via twisted products, of free Gk bordism on almost free Gk bordism, which after a Z2 fixed set construction, is given by sending (M, Gk) ® (N, tj, Gk) to (M XGk N, M x<-17, GkXl). Note that there is also a map of double covers:
Since the /-plane bundle tj7' = Sl XG (yj(C°,k -I)) covers S1 Xc (BOj(C°°,k -1) X £G^_2), this twisted product is homotopy equivalent to the product (Sl/Gk_x) x BOj, where the map is (projection) X (classify tj7) and where the inclusion in (Sl/Gk) x Xjk_x is the product of Sl/Gk_x -» Sl/Gk and the usual map of BOj X EGk_2 into Xjk_x. Our diagram is then just There are in H*(X2nk;Z2) the following classes: a in 7/1, coming from a in //'(PG¿_,), where a2 = 0 if A; > 2; t in Z/2, coming from t in H (BGk_x), where a2 = t if k = 2; /?2y_, in H2J~X, restricting to w2j_x in H2J~x(B02n), 1 <y < n; 04; in H4y, restricting to w^ in H4j(B02n), 1 < y < «; p{/. ... y in H2(/l + " " ' +'*)_1, restricting to ps in i/2(/'+ -" ' +/*)_1 (B02n). We know that rß2j_x and rps are given by relations with other terms. Moreover, we can pick ßx and 04-unambiguously by taking ßx to be the first Stiefel-Whitney class of the quotient line bundle {dct(y2n(C»,k)xS«>)}/Gk_x over X2nk and by taking 94j to be the (Z2 reduction of) 2y'th Chern class of the quotient 4«-plane bundle {(y2n(Cx,k)®RC)xsn/Gk.l where Gk_x acts freely via (t ® t) X (exp(¡V/2*~2)).
Moreover, we have in the Z2 cohomology of X2n+X k « BS02n+x X BGk, the following classes:
a in Hx coming from Hx(BGk), a2 = 0; t in H2 coming from H2(BGk); 8j in i/7 coming from the indecomposable generator in Hj(BS02n+x). 4. Free Gk bordism. In [3] it is shown that free unoriented Gk bordism is freely generated as an N, module by extensions of Z2 actions on even spheres and the restrictions of circle actions on odd spheres. Lety¡ in A^G*; Free) be defined as in §2. Let Jt be the algebra generated by yx, so that Jt is the direct sum of N, • 1 and Nt-yx. Let K, be the image of the extension homomorphism, an algebra morphism, is exact, where /* is the inclusion of algebras. Lemmas 1.12,1.13 and Theorem 1.22 of [3] show that A is a Jt module homomorphism.
An explicit splitting for A can be described as follows. Let p denote the forgetful homomorphism from Gk to Z2 bordism and let xx denote the class of the circle with antipodal involution. Clearly, p(yxe(w)) = xxw. Recall that there are classes x¡ in free Z2 bordism defined by Since K, is also freely generated (over TV.) by the A2/s, we see that /, ®N# Kt and N,(Gk; Free) have the same Z2 rank, degree by degree. Moreover, the evident algebra map from /, ®^ Kt to Nt(Gk; Free) is clearly an epimorphism and therefore an isomorphism. There is the restriction homomorphism pk:N,(Gk;-,-)^N,(Z2,-,-) and the extension homomorphism (as before). The restriction map remembers only the Z2 in Gk; both p and e are defined for arbitrary families of subgroups.
Note that extension preserves a twisted product but not a cartesian product and therefore is an algebra morphism only on free bordism (as well as an N,(Z2; Free) module morphism on all the groups). Similarly, restriction is an algebra morphism only off of free bordism. We do however have the following: Lemma 5.1 (ii) yx Kt is an algebra; (iii) // x is in Lt © yxLt, then the product of x with any other class is zero.
Proof.
(i) e(z)e(w) -e(zp(e(w))) = e(z • 0) = 0.
(ii) (yx e(z))(yx e(w)) = yx e(zp(yx e(w))). (iii) Let (M, Gk) be a (g, Free) action and consider W -{{D(X(l')) X S2i, Z4 X -1) XZ4 Gk) X (M, Gk).
We note that the boundary of
is a smooth union of N, P = ((S(X(l'))xD2i+x)XZtGk)xM License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use and q = ((D(X(l')) X D2i+X) xZ4 Gk) x (boundary of M).
Since Z4 acts freely on S(X(T)), Gk acts freely on P. Since Gk acts freely on the boundary of M, Q also has a free action. Therefore, ((D(X(T)) X D2l+l) Xz Gk)X M provides a (g, Free) bordism of N to zero.
If x is in L, and y is any class, then xy = 0. Hence, 0 = ^i(xy) = {yxx)y + x(yxy) = (yxx)y.
We have used here the fact thaty, is primitive in Nt(Gk, Free), see [1] .
Proposition 5.4. The kernel of the extension homomorphism from Z2 bordism to Gk bordism is the image of multiplication by x,, the class of the circle with antipodal involution.
Proof. Since e is a N, (Z2 ; Free) module morphism, the kernel of e contains the image of (multiplication by the class of) x,. If e(x) = 0, then xix = p(y\ *(*)) = 0, so that the kernel of e is in the kernel of x,. But in Nt(Z2; All, Free) any x in the kernel of x, is of the form a + x, b where a is an N, linear combination of squares (a¡ • • • a, ) , see [1] . But these squares extend to A/, linearly independent elements ((a¡ • • • a¡r) extends to D(X¡ _, X • • • X A/f_,) X Z2, Z4 X -1), so that if e(x) = 0, then x = xxb in N,(Z2; All, Free). But there is an N,(Z2; Free) splitting homomorphism for the inclusion of Nt(Z2; All) in N,(Z2; All, Free), so that the result holds in N,(Z2; All) also.
In particular then, there is the "relation": 
